This paper proposes a broadside coupling high-temperature superconducting (HTS) dual-band bandpass filter (DBPF) employing double-sided conductors on a substrate to suppress misalignment between resonators. This filter configuration satisfies the required specifications and provides flexibility in selecting each center frequency for the two passbands within certain ranges of frequencies. This paper presents 1.8-/2.9-GHz band and 2.1-/2.7-GHz band HTS bandpass filters, as experimental examples, to validate the proposed filter configuration. The measured frequency responses of the fabricated HTS-DBPFs are closer to the simulated ones than those of the previously proposed HTS-DBPF.
Introduction
There has been increasing interest in high-temperature superconducting (HTS) dual-band bandpass filters (DBPFs) that have two passbands because they represent the first step toward achieving a multiband bandpass filter (MBPF) that has multiple passbands [1] , [2] . MBPFs will be required to support "spectrum aggregation technology" [3] . This is because spectrum aggregation technology, which will be used in future mobile communication systems [4] , attains wideband transmission using several discrete frequency bands aggregately and simultaneously.
Reference [5] proposes a parallel-planar HTS-DBPF employing a broadside coupling structure where quarter-wavelength resonators are formed on opposite sides of each single-sided conductor on a substrate. The advantage of this structure is that it enables flexible selection of each center passband frequency of the HTS-DBPF within certain ranges of frequencies by adjusting the distance between the resonators. In addition, the volume of the parallel-planar HTS-DBPF is comparable to that of a single-band HTS bandpass filter (BPF), which has the center frequency of the lower passband. However, the measured insertion loss of the fabricated HTS-DBPF is almost 2 dB. This is because the parallel-planar DBPF requires precise alignment between the single-sided conductors on a substrate in determining the frequency responses that include not only insertion losses but also frequency shifts of the HTS-DBPF. This precise alignment requires a great deal of time and effort. This paper shows a new approach for configuring a parallel-planar HTS-DBPF by employing doublesided conductors on a substrate. There are two purposes for applying the conductors. One is to satisfy the required specifications of the HTS-DBPF without precise alignment between resonators because it facilitates suppression of the misalignment to form conductor patterns of the HTS-DBPF on double-sided conductors on a substrate. The other is to retain the advantage of the previously proposed parallel-planar HTS-DBPF [5] , i.e., flexible selection of each center passband frequency within certain ranges of frequencies. In this paper, as an example, 1.8-/2.9-GHz band and 2.1-/2.7-GHz band HTS-BPFs are designed and fabricated in order to show the effectiveness using this approach by comparing measured frequency responses of the HTS-DBPFs to simulated responses and the measured frequency responses of the previously proposed HTS-DBPF in [5] . Fig. 1 , the original resonant frequency of each quarter-wavelength resonator is split into two resonant frequencies because the resonators on the front and rear sides couple electromagnetically. The two resonant frequencies of the DBR can be selected based on the degree of electromagnetic coupling between the resonators. The degree of electromagnetic coupling depends on the thickness of the substrate as denoted by parameter t in Fig. 1 (a) and the direction of the resonators as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the two resonant frequencies (f a and f b ) versus t. Terms f a and f b represent the lower and higher resonant frequencies, respectively. Two center passband frequencies of the HTS-DBPF can be flexibly selected within the ranges of frequencies as shown in Fig. 3 . Table 1 shows two examples of the designed two-pole Chebyshev HTS-DBPF. The first example has the center frequencies of 1.8/2.9 GHz by selecting t=0.5 mm. The second has the center frequencies of 2.1/2.7 GHz by selecting t=1.0 mm. The simulated unloaded Q-factors of the DBRs for the two HTS-DBPFs are comparable to those in [5] as shown in Table 2 . Typical dimensions for the designed HTS-DBPFs are presented in Table 3 . The details of the filter design are given in [6] and [7] . (Fig. 2(a) ) f a (Fig. 2(b) ) f b (Fig. 2(b) ) f b (Fig. 2(a 
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Measured results
In this investigation, 1.8-/2.9-GHz band and 2.1-/2.7-GHz band BPFs were fabricated in order to investigate experimentally the validity of using the double-sided conductors on a substrate to configure the HTS-DBPFs [6] , [7] . The HTS-DBPFs employ Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide (YBCO) film and a Magnesium Oxide (MgO) substrate ( Table 4 ). Fig. 4 is a photograph of the fabricated 1.8-/2.9-GHz band BPF. The 1.8-/2.9-GHz band BPF employs double-sided YBCO film deposited on a 0.5-mm-thick MgO substrate. On the other hand, the 2.1-/2.7-GHz band BPF employs a single-sided YBCO film deposited on a 0.5-mm-thick MgO substrate stacked in opposite-facing pairs, which is equivalent to double-sided YBCO film on a 1.0-mm-thick MgO substrate. This configuration is used due to the restrictions of our filter fabrication facility. Fig. 5 and Table 5 show the frequency responses of the fabricated HTS-DBPFs at 60K compared to the electromagnetic simulation results. It is assumed that there is no temperature difference between the front and rear sides when the HTS-DBPFs are cooled to 60 K. The measured results are all in good agreement with the simulated ones.
The transition rate of frequency and the degradation in the S 21 response in each passband are employed as criteria for investigating the impact on the frequency responses made by misalignment of fabricated HTS-DBPFs using the double-sided conductors. The transition rate of frequency and the degradation in the S 21 response are defined as 
respectively, where f s represents the simulated center frequency of each passband, f m represents the measured center frequency of each passband, S 21s represents the simulated S 21 of each passband and S 21m represents the measured S 21 of each passband. The measured results of the 1.8-/2.9-GHz band BPF show that the maximum transition rate of frequency is approximately 0.8% and the maximum degradation in the S 21 responses in the passbands is approximately 0.5 dB. The measured results of the 2.1-/2.7-GHz band BPF show that the maximum transition rate of frequency is approximately 0.5% and the maximum degradation in the S 21 responses in the passbands is approximately 0.6 dB.
On the other hand, the measured results of the HTS-DBPF in [5] show that the maximum transition rate of frequency is approximately 1.7% and the maximum degradation in the S 21 responses in the passbands is approximately 1.8 dB. The measured frequency responses of the proposed HTS-DBPFs are superior to the measured frequency responses of the previously proposed HTS-DBPF in [5] without precise alignment although it is not a strict comparison because the specifications for the HTS-DBPF such as the center passband frequencies are different. 
Conclusion
This paper proposed a new approach for configuring a parallel-planar HTS-DBPF that has the required frequency responses without the need for precise alignment between resonators. This is accomplished by employing double-sided conductors on a substrate. In this investigation, 1.8-/2.9-GHz band and 2.1-/2.7-GHz band BPFs were designed and fabricated for the proposed approach. The measured frequency responses of the fabricated HTS-DBPFs agreed better with the simulated results than the results from the previously proposed HTS-DBPF [5] . In particular, this filter configuration improved the maximum insertion loss by approximately 1 dB. These results confirm the effectiveness of the approach for configuring a parallel-planar HTS-DBPF. There still remain technical issues to address in the design of a multipole DBPF that provides sharp skirt characteristics and in the design of an MBPF with more than two passbands.
